Women Students Hold
March Melodies Tonight
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A festival of song will greet San Jose State college students
tOhight at 7 o’clock, when Associated Women Students present their
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first annual "March Melodies". The spring sing, will be hel i M
’s
Dailey auditorium and is free of charge, according to Pat Flanagan,
chairman. The 16 coed living groups participating in tonight’s
competition will be Introduced by
Miss Flanagan, mistress of ceremonies. Highlights of the melodic
evening still occur when the %sinning songsters are presented with
a
gold perpetitai trophy
donated by Al Ferguson of Ferguson’s Music store.
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Love Drama,
’Still Life’,
Thursday

ounciu hives
PE Department
10 Cent Fee Right

at

1
4

By Jim ("Art- ry
JIM-Jensen .and atten Samuelson, veteran college stage periormers, play-thelead. roles of Dr.
Campus_ organizations entering
The Student ,Council yesterday
/Mee Harvey and Mrs. Laura Jesthe competition are Alpha Chi
son in the poignant love drama,
Omega, Alpha Omicron
’Alpha gave the. Athletic clbpartment the
-still Life." -One of the three
Phi, Catholic Women’s center, Chi right to charge a 10 cent student
ili lets which -Make up "Tonight
Omega, Delta Gamma, Delia Zeta, admission fee at the next two
:it 8:30", this story of two middleGamma Phi Beta,- trace hall, horne boXiirg, matches, including
age’lOvers opens Thursday night
etch- _With
Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Map
in the Little Theater_ The two
Gamma, Mary George:WI; Pratt (’amp Pendleton.
(it her plays to run from March
_halli-PTesbyterian Women’s center,
"This will giye the council a
Te-ntrleaMtirf:XITITI1VInd
and Sigma Kappa.*
chance to see how students feel
"Red Peppers."
concerning
a
small
admission
Style, dynamic contrast, balThe play opens In 3111ford
ance, blend, intonation, ’and artic- price," said Don Schaeffer. "Also,
Junction station svhere Dr. Harulation, as well as general appear- the money collected will go a long
vey, waiting between trains, is
ance and organization will be con- way toward sending the boxing
having a cup of tea: Laura
team
back
east."
sidered by the judges. Mrs. Maurcomes rushing into the refreshCouncilmenSchaeffer, Bob Seal
ine Thompson, associate professor
ment room with a cinder in her
of music; Dr. Robert Rhodes, pro- and Mike Barchi will meet this,
eye.
fessor of biology, and Mr. Fergii- afternoon with Glenn Hartranft
Alec removes the cinder and
to discuss the proposed fees
son will act in this capacity.
immediately falls in love with
Laura, as she does with him.
Betty Brishin reported that the
"Each group will sing two songs.
There are spbsequent weekly
senior, junior. and freshman classSpecial lighting and dress are opmeetings over tea, scenes over a
es favor such a student admistional," Miss Flanagan said..
choice between respectability and
sion fee for "intersectionals", but
love, and some sentimental mowant some kind of limit to be set.
ments.__Having drunk deep from_
Councilman .Belmont Reid is to
the--&ip, an unhappy Laura and
head a tommittee that will plan
Alec
Dr.
of
roles
the
lead
play
Jim Jensen and Gwen Samuelson
tender-hearted Alec decide to call
an all-out drive to raise $26,000 Harvey and Mrs. Laura Jestion In "Still Life," one of the three
it a day, with Alec accepting a
for the Chapel Fund Fifteen cam- playlets that make up Noel Coward’s "Tonight At 8:30." The show
Pre -Registration
post in Johannesburg and Laura
pus service and honorary organ- opens an eight-day run in the Little Theater ’I humbly night.
returning to her circumspect life.
izations will be called to send rep- The tyra-ather plays-are _"Fai_ntly Album" and "Still Life."
At -their last- meeting-Alb -The-Hildenbrandt
by
--tphoto
resentatives.
. _ _
railway junction they are swooped
Deve Down is the new chairman
All persons- expecting to enroll
down’ upon by bubbling, chattering
in the following courses next quar- of the Student ’Activities board,
Dolly, played by Judith Levy.
ter must pre-register for them in and Jdan Rogers is represen..ng
There being no opporttinity for a
Room 61 by Friday, according to the Student Council on the S:&(.B
final goodby, Alec takes his train,
IS
Dr. Willi." 0- Starettfy-i-hositoldf4 The cut:veil approvegi4lasialerelLaura -tries desperately to calm ,
the department of education and ries RegulatIons:ctrawn up
herself, and Dolly gleefully chat-the
Revelries board and, the College
teacher training.
Plans for a 900 capacity dormi- ters on.
Life committee.
Lighter moments In the play
tory
for San Jose State college
The courses include: Education
Dick
are supplied by other members
Russo
was
appainted
104A, 10413, 1.05, 112, 153, 154, 207; Homecoming.
have been’ shelved by the. State of the cast who intersperse genchairman:
and 383.
Public Works ’hoard in Sacra: eral horseplay and .frIvIlous
Today is the final day stu- mento, Dean West," secretary- lin* with the play’s dramatic Prospective student teachers for
dents may sign up for immuni- memberr of the Deans’ Committee elements. ’
Spiirig quarter are asked to sign
zatIon shots against Influenza, announced, yesterday.
Supporting playeri are Shirley
up as follows: Education 143
according to Miss Margaret
Wilber as Myrtle, Bob Collins as
144-K.P.. G.E., and Gen. Jr. high
health
the
of
head
Twombly,
This plan, and similar plans pre- Bill, Dave Woods as Johnnie and
directed leaching, sign with Mrs.
and hygiene department.
Walker, Room 161.
sented by state colleges in Fresno’ Evelyn McCurdy as Beryl.
Tri Beta; national honorary bio- i
A Hid is posted outside the
termed -un- j ---Stan Sehwimmer plays- Albert,
Education 145, 243 -Special and logical science fralernity at San , college clinic, Room 31. ’,Mei" and San- Diego, were
a !Tom Winston portrays Stanley,
general secondary directed teach- Jose State college, will hold its will be given Friday. March ICI, satisfactory by the board and
Norma Welsh is Mildred and Ran
to.
be
is
outline’
definite
more
first
annual
banquet
tonight
,
at
ing, signWith your departments.
between 11:30 a.m. ad’ 1:30
worked on by the 1951 legislature. Sego and Len Weiss are the young
6:30 o’clock in the Lucca cafe, p.m. at the clinic.
men.
Santa Clara. Dr. Charles Sibley
West said that dormitory plans
In modern dress, costumes are
will be featured as speaker.
were also submitted by the colunder ’the supervision of Miss
More than 30 members of the
in Humboldt, San Francisco, Berneice Prisk and Mr. Chez
leges
Tri Beta and their guests plan to
and Chico. Humboldt’s plan called Haehl.
attend, John Isaac, president of
for a capacity of 100 students
Setting was designed by J.
the camptis chapter. Epsilon Delta,
while those of Chico and San Wendell Johnson and cosstrucSale of season books for the said. He will preside as toasteach.
200
contain
would
Francisco
San Jose Players six-movie series master.
Hon was directed by Jim Liol
resumes today and lasts through
Barring another deadlock, either
Future dormitories for San Jose and Doug Morphoses.
Friday. The booklets sell for $1.50
Joe Guzzetti is stage manager,
Bill Armell or Cliff Majersik will will be constructed on Ninth
in the Speech office between 12:30
Ivan Van Perre is stage electritake office as the new sophomore street, West stated.
and 3:30 p.m.
cian.
vice-president, as members of
Tickets for Noel Coward’s "Totroup to the Student
class
their
The spring quarter movie series
-I-night at 8:30"- are on sale in Room
Ron LalifiF, 1950 Freehtitan -Union today to decide the belated
’begins April 12 with "Spectre of
57, Speech office. Student admisoffice.
the Rose" and ends May 31 with Camp director, urges all students -outcome of that
sion is 60 cents; general admisdigweather
type
Cruz
Santa
interested
in
counseling
in
the
for
the
tied
Armell
and
Majersik
"Barnbi."
sion is 90 cents.
today
haze
of
blaze
in
a
appears
Fall camp to attend a meeting to- last two run-offs.
The Players, honorary dramatic morrow
as the forecaster predicts variable
night at 7:30 o’clock in
’society, is presenting the movie
Election officials expect the high cloudiness with a few probathe Student Union.
series as a service to San Jose
LaMar will present the outline total turnout to be slight, Booth ble sprinkles. Temperatures were
State college students.
slightly warmer yesterday with a
of plans for the 1950 Freshman in- hours are 8:30 ir.ra.-to 4 lint_
"We are bringing to the college doctrination week-end. Dick Knox,
This is the-fifth election that low of 41 and a high of 63. Skies
good movies at low prices," Movie 1949 director, will give a talk on the combatants have had to were elear in the morning, but
became. overcast in the afternoon.
Chairman Joseph Guizetti says.
the camp’s history.
undergo.
"Germany and Dr. Einstein"
Assistant directors are Joan
be the topic of an address by
Iwill
Hale and Bob Madsen. Advisers
Dr. William Hermanns, assistant
are Miss Mary Hooton, and Dr.
professor of modern languages, at
Robert Rhodes.
-a meeting of the International
Students organization this evening
at 7:30 in Room 25. The meeting
is open to all interested students.
Dr. Hermann’, a personal friend
Alpha Gamma, the honorary art
of Einstein’s, also will read pasWilliam J. Erlendson, pianist,
fraternity, will give an informal
MacDouglas
General
by
parole
I
Representatives
The House of
4sages from his new book, "Mirror
pledge social tomorrow evening at and Gloria Surian, soprano, have
rthu r.
which has-not -Yet
been announced as soloists for the yesterday passed a bill calling for
140 o’clock in Room Al.
"
-Coininittee
Featured entertainment will In- symphony orchestra concert to be the statehood of Hawaii and sent bate the eligibility of each war been published.
clude a ’Mandolin and uke trio held March 14 in the Morris It to the Senate where a similar criminal who -must have served at r
*unposed of Bill Chan, "Marilyn Dailey auditorium.
41/9 11
bill for Alaska is awaiting ap- least one-third of their sentences
(NrkliirkQ and. Fred Cooper. There _The__San Jose State
or 15 years of a life sentence to
prove
Symphony orchestra will be conalso will be community singing.
apply.
Social dancing and table games
Roll call vote on the Hawaiian
Sketches of the Revelries scenes duoted by Dr. Lyle %V. Downey,
will be featured at tonight’s StuKILL PAROCHIAL AID
will be reviewed during the eve- head of the music department. proposal wa.s 261 to 110.
The House Labor committee, in dent "Y" meeting. It willbe held
The program will be in the modern
ning.
its first test vote, yesterday ruled at the Student Center of the First
Conunittee chairmen include: contemporary mood, presenting WAY BE PAROLED
All war criminals, including. out any aid to parochial schools Congregational church, Third and
Mae Kumano, Mord.; Bill Chan, compositions by Gustav Mahler,
entertainment; and Bob Russell Glen Carlo Menotti. and. Igor those convicted at the Tojo trial, by a pending $300,000000 -a-year San Antonio streets from 8 o’clock
to 11:30 p.m.
were made eligible yesterday for school aid bill.
and Walt Limdidter, retrediments. Strawinsky.
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Thrust and
Parry
Purge Them

SPo,ok it114

Former ASB Prexy Don true
Directs Membership Drive
For SJS Alumni Association
By BILL EPLER

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Don True, San Jose State college student body president in
Congratulations to the Spartan
Daily. It was really considerate of 1941-42, was named recently to direct the college Alumni associyour stet’ to le( the rest of the ation’s campaign to -double its present membership of 2500 persons.
newspapers in the United- States
True, who graduated from San. Jose State collar in 1942, is
scoop- -you--on
of
Sanion-Itata-Callitss
tkisittstschited-Studirrits
exeeu i*e ’iteeretarx. for! the San
settststifier
every
,
Published
story.
at Nee Press of Glakie Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the Sin
Jose Junk* ..tlassolpre of Cam!. sent to sea for carrier training
journalists
these
are
Where
Office.
Jose
merce, lrfe "assuined ’his. position aboard the "U*.S.S. Guadacanal",
_ Post
with the spring in their step and
with the Junior Chamber
(’mu- ilLivriiireepaa.irrativioedn--it: cilwa_igolng oarr..4.seahse_.
no. . Hisof duties,
Mery Frydenlund and Jim Hayes, Co-editors
Ihr...f ire in their eye? The mock
metes. in May,
Ilentund-was
; ; tons, Business -Manager
.
are primarily concerned with pub- end of the _war_and_ flew ’patrols
.
.. r
-- Earl Crabbe Society Editor
Dave Heagerq a step. in the right -direct/Pit’ ’hut /lie relations.
News Editor
along our fuel and supply lines for
far
enough.
it
didn’t
N)
Barry Britton
Bob SkillicOrn Photo Editor
Desk. Chief
He helps to bring new businessPel-haps
editor
Hayes
should
go
Carl Holmberg
Feature Editor ....Bob Hemingway’ Wire Editor
es and industries to San Jose. This
. Dick Watry stick his head out the window. is done-in several ways, but mainly
Cliff Daniels Exchange Editar ’
Sports Editor
Make-up Editors.. Don Fitzgerald, Edith O’Donnell, Barbara Belknap, He would find out what’s doing on -through adverti Sing in trado jour=
around .this school, and as for the
Joyce Call, George Mcli>onald, Margot Miller.
...
nals and personal correspondence.
Copy Desk....Beverly.Lymburner, Fred Baumberger, Elmer Rodrigues, news editor, ’Pulitzer" Crabbe,
When a company in another part
Charleen Little, Marion Summers, Arne Saari.
maybe we could all chip in And
Manuel Alves,- Berkley Baker, .Bruce Brotzman,. Fred buy him a fpg dispeising maChine. of the country, in apswee.to an
Reporters
adverti ment requests additional
Burbank, Edward Conkle, Barbara Deemy, John Dremel,-William
Mr. Gould, by popular declaim,
st’
Epler, Francis Errota, Samuel Goldman, Albert Grossi, -John Had- please flunk editors Hayes. Fryden- information about San Jose, Don
.u,
.
sends prepared brochures and a
don, Doris Hildebrand, Nancy _Loughlin, Ronald Marcus,. Ross
i _
ici, and
- ,
_ Crabbe.
Massey,_7Douglas
letter ghing__P.e.rt inent irIrrwrmat inn
_... ___ Prestage, Jeanne Thomas, Jerome Thomas, Dixie
_ wi_s_e.
Inn rsenter, ny poorthir acclaim to ’the.
interested company.
.
please fire Mr. Gould. .
ADVERTISING STAFF
Dr.
MacQuarrie,
by
popular
Answers Questions
Millard Richards
Office Manager
In the .event the company sends
Fred Allred, Beverly acclaim, please fire Mr. Bentel.
Salesmen
Sincerely yotits,
a representative to San Jost for
Baler, John Baldirli, John 13ardacos, Jack Barringer, Charles BerASB 4355, ASB 4876.
further inquiry, Don will he on
ryessa, Richard Btersch, William Francis, Richard Grant, Ralph
hand to answer questions andshow
Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Raymond Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben
him possible sites for his organiPettus, Vincent Scampini, Robert Scheid, Rick Schuman, Frances
zation.
True travels throughout the
Sterling, Beth Watson.
state doing this kind of work and
also to encourage business and
fraternal groups to hold their conventions here. San- Jose is becoming known as the "convention
city", mainly through the efforts
By MARGOT MILLER
Our Miss Brooks of radio fame of True and the chambers of comThese conventions add
DON TRUE
has a counterpart (in name only) merce.
at San Jose State collegeMrs. thousands of dollars to the tills
years. He was staCourtney Brooks of the teaching of San Jose businesses every year. nearly two
Tientsin and Peiping
near
tioned
Don
majored
in
merchandit;
staff of the Speech and Drama
squadron adjutant in addepartment. The personable Mrs. ing while on Washington square and was
and was active in D.T.O., the dition to his flying duties.
Defensive patrols of this kind
By RICHARD WATRY, Exchange Editor
merchandizing fraternity here
How many of you know the significance of -Ash Wednesday?
are monotonous according to
on campus. He was active also
the former Spartan, and he was
They .took a poll at Indiana U and but one out of ten could tell the
on the Rally committee, servglad to be returned to this counwhys and wherefores of the religious day or the Lenten season -that
ing as chairman in 1940 and
try for discharge In March, 1947,
followed. This reporter also polled a few students the other day a
194L He is past-duke of the
with the rank of captain.
the results were not much more encouraging.
Spartan Knights, now the Blue
True’s wife, the former Mary
Key.
Pleading to being somewhat tardy but nevertheless timely for
When war was declared in 1991, Lou Meyer, graduated from San
the Lenten season, bere’s a brief outline on Ash Wednesday and the
True applied for flight training Jose -State. college in September,
Lenten Season which follows:
with the Navy, who accepted his 1998. She was active in college
The exact origin of Ash Wednesday is not known, however records
application,
but sent him back .to social affairs and was a...member
indicate
that
the
A.D.,
dated
714
France,
from a church in Toulon,
finish
his
collegiate
training. After of Gamma phi Beta sorority.
day was observed that year.
Don ’Me is a native of San Jose
graduation in June, 1942, he was
The Roman Catholic Church is the strongest adherent to the
placed on act ice duty *and sent to and is staying .here to pursue his
custom today, but the early Jews are responsible for its beginning.
career. Bois helping to enrich
flying school.
They were accustomed to clothe themselves In sack-cloth and
the community with the training
Became Instructor
that he has received in its schools.
sprinkle ashes on their heads as an indication of penitence and a .
Upon
winning
his
wings
Don
plea for mercy.
, .
This is. an- example of the twochose
the
Marine
air
arm
and
was
The ceremony originally was confined to persons whose misdeeds
way benefit between a live town
commissioned a second lieutenant.
were generally known to the public. They were made to go barefoot,
and its progressive schools.
He had hoped to be sent Overseas
wearing sack-cloth which had been sprinkled with ashes. They were
smm mai
but was made a- flight instructor rmin
banished from the church- for a period of forty days. Re-admittance
in one of the schools where_he had
came only after they had been absolVed by the. bishop at the close
recently been a cadet.
of Lent.
Following a tour of duty as an
It was not until the Tenth -Century that the faithful members of
PICK-UP
instructor, Don was transferred to
the church also were taught to scatter ashes on their heads as an
DELIVER
&
flying
Vought
"Corsairs"
(F4U1,
indication that they weer sorry for their sins and that they desired
the Marine fighter plane. He was
mercy from God.
The Lenten season Itself which follows Ash Wednesday Is an
MRS. COURTNEY BROOKS
even older custom. As early as 461 A.D., Saint Leo told his folspeech shoul4 be put on a practical
fasts
of
the
’their
the
Institution
apostolic
with
lowers "to fulfill
Brooks was added to the college level," she sea. "Everyone meets
forty days."
faculty this quarter.
and talks to people -during the
The word "Lent" implies the temperature outside. It is a derivEnergy and enthusiasm are course of a day and should know
itive from the Anglo-Saxon "lencten," which means _Springtime.
among her chief characteristics. how to make what they say inLent originally was only a forty-hour period. It was later ex- Besides teaching six classes at the teresting to others."
tended to thirty days of fasting, excluding Sundays and all Saturdays college, Mrs. Brooks manages a
The new SJSC speech instructor
except one. Ash Wednesday and the remaining days of that week household which includes her hus- chose teaching as a career because
eventually were added to the season by one of the 16 Gregorian popes. band, Howard, a history teacher she- likes to work with people. She
Since then, no changes have been made. The Lenten season at Stanford, and their daughters is equally. interested in teaching
Is of forty days duration feiOtidifig Sundays),-liegrnning on Ash Robin, one, and Merrilee, three. students from grammar
school IIn or )1icked
Wednesday and ending on Easter. .
She is a member of Cap and through college age.
Up by 10 a.m.,
Gown, honorary society at StanOne of Mrs. Brooks’ more inFOR THE GALS:
ford and devotes her spare time teresting experiences occurred ’READY NEXT
DAY!
Back at the University of Indiana they have an A.W.S.. Mar- to her hobbies, bridge and tennis. when she was doing her student
riage Conferences association. It seents that with so many jobs
Students Interested
teaching with a high school
now available to the woman college graduate the girls are finding
The dark-haired young speech English class.
It somewhat difficult to choose between the choice of changing instructor characterizes SJSC stu"The regular teitcher announced
diapers or typewriter ribbons.
dents as resourceful and interested that I was to spend six weeks
There are those that feel a certain afnount of self-satisfaction in learning.
teaching poetry," she confides.
and independence the weekly paycheck gives. One Indiana coed, a
"I like the atmosphere at "The entire class gave a spontansenior, says she believes in standing on her constitutional rights, one State," she explains. "Everyone eous groan that almost ended
my
of which is independence. She is of the belief that a couple of years seems to be busy."
teaching career."
of independence is essential. Another colleague advises a practical
A graduate of Stanford UniWith a twinkle in her eye she
Phone CYpress 3-6630
combination of marriage and a career. But another damsel nixed versity, Mrs. Brooks earned her, confided that even the loudest of I
this idea. She asserts that marriage is a career in itself.
496 West San Fernando St.
A.B. In lEnglIsh In 1944 and her the ’groaners’ was writing poetry
Most of the girls are of the opinion that a girl shouldn’t rush into’ Masters degree In speeih edu- by the end of six weeks.
im woo
III=11 EMI IN Ma
holy matrimony upon graduation. One girl had the sagest advice cation In 1948.
She taught
of all however.
speech at Stanford for three
"If your hand hasn’t been asked for," says she, "then best use it years before coming to San
to pound a typewriter."
Jose State college.
The field of oral communication
Is of special interest to Mrs.
Brooks.
"I feel that the teaching of
DETROIT, March 6(UP)
Smith, 45, Putnam, Mich. He has
children_bs first_wita,
Charles Ratcliff
20th baby today and scoffed at who died 16 years ago, and four
months 810.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Dog Gone Good Donuts!
"folks who think I’m too old to by his second. All but one are
Also New Portables
at
alive.
have any more."
Easy
Payment Plea
"Folks think I’m too old to have
CORONA
REMINGTON
UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
Ratcliffe’s second wife, Myrtle, any
more," Ratcliffe said. "But
Es1. MOO
44, gave birth to a girl yesterday. I’m figurin’ on proving they’re
371 Wert San Corks
G. A. BLANCHARD
24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
His oldest child is Mrs. Leona wrong.’
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Vit.!. Miss Brooks’
Teaches Speech
lAt San Jose State
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Dick Pritchard
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’Euthanasia -- Yes or No?
,
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Revelries Leader i
Tells of Theater
Radio Experience

Memers
b
Faculty
College
Five
,
, Give .Opinions in Mercy Killing

Dick Pritchard, director of the
Spartan Revelries show, "Low
HILDEBRAND
Button Shoes", is a Santa Clara
Thnr-tn
’Dr. Herman Sander, and the receni. acquital o .a gir
boy who has had plenty. of exwho admitted kiliing her father as.an act of mercy, have revived the
perience on the. stage -and in raold que;ticn or mercy killing, its meritsand its faults.
dio.
Five San Jose State coLege faculty members recently wer, asked I
The tall, dark-haired seniorbio;Woos on e-athanasia-imercy-ititling), and-Whether they thought’
logien! science major has-been
it shot, d be legalized.
member of the "540 Boys" for four
It is the opinion of Dr. Carl Duncan; head of the Natural Science
years. This talented group often
departmen;-, the "the legality of mercy killing,. if any, should -be based
performs at San Jose State college dances and rallies* and on
on the judgmenc,,of.:a committee;
local radio shows, as well as
them the tremendous presumption
qualified physicians.’
working at Yosemite during the
"In a case in which a committee that we know all we need to know
summers.
of three to- five qualified persons to become arbiters of life and
were ---ai.ree that. death is in-, death."
"We even took -a stab at teleevitable, and the individual is ! "The thing -itself is an abuse,"
viSion. once," Pritchard said modpast the stage where he could get stated Dr. Faille. "It would be
estly, -"but it stabbed to right
anY satisfaction from life or could different if we had no way of al back. Our show didn’t get on the
maktvcass,-- contribution to living," leviating pain. I would prefer ’a.
air.,".
continued Dr. Duncan, "the corn-, complete case of anesthesia to
(Note: Dick explains .that the
rnitfee, with the consent of the death. It is possible," he con group was scheduled to appear
family, might legally be author- cludeq, "that even the most ailing
but wds unable to perform when
DR. HEATH
hi:Ay can recover."
Ized
ti end the suffering."
one of its members was called out
rtereed,
"
.!!"As a biologist, I find RAW_
of town unexpectedly.)
ize , is the opinion of Dr. Wil- and that is wrong."
the
measure
of
attach
fieuit
to
Pritchard got much of his
Mr. Jacobs stated, "A law le*importance to the last vestiges ham Poytiress, professor of eeonacting experience early in life.
head of the social galizing mercy killing would be
of
A dying individual. omics and
life
of
"Fooling my parents for 25
unconstitutional and illegal begiven hint by persons who want Science department.
years and bartender* for five
cause it would be against the
near
is
animal
him.
If
an
save
to
Physicians
Should
Decide
really brought out my dramatic
death, the person ending its
"The decision should be left to natural law; and it is the state’s
ability," he explains.
pain is lauded. Why should a competent persons such’ as a board duty to adhere to that natural
"I usually don’t tell people
DICK PRITCHARD
comparable act with a doomed of physicians, with tile permission law."
about my experiences in - the
In the opinion of Dr. Harrison
human be subject to unequivo- of the family," Stated Dr. Poy’South ’Pacific’ show." he confidhave been a lot of good ones in
tress. "If left open, it will lend PP Heath, professor of psychology,
es, ."althdligh I really did quite
the past few years.
itself to abuse, even in the best "The mercy killing of a person
well during my 40 months in the
Ile adds, however, that "the Reof situations. 1 wouldn’t give blan- when he. is too far gone is justiNavy."
ket freedom to mercy killing," fied from a standpoint of human
velries Board, the cast and the
sympathy. However more thine,,a_
Pritchard attended Bellarmine stage crew are working together
Ile:continued_
?remit t 0 ry cgileze_wherche_N_Yas to -make-Revelries- a-smooth,- fast"The possibilities of abuse make are involved in such a decision."
on the staff of the school news- moving show, and one that is well
cheeks necessary," Dr. Poytress , "If I were sure." he said.,, "that
paper, the Cardinal. Ile was a worth seeing."
the patient were definitely a
concluded.
member of the debating and drant chn., mu anlaid settled in hlL
maIR- so-Ei-eties at the local school
professor of English, takes the own -mind the problem of his pre?.
as well as belonging to several
eosition that it would not be wise wiration for immortality. I would
other scholastic honor societies.
!It say that a meisy_sleath. is alright
legalize mercy killing.
The ’25-year-old senior entered
approves:
-He-onset ts that the.l.sitralirlifY Ti the famil
San-Jose ’State college in 1946 -and
or abuse is more than the pos-71 a ner (al had never heenme
expecit: to. graduate in March.
of. advantages. "Doctors.- a Christian, I wouldn’t approve so
Pritchard lists among his hobhe said, "are instruments to pres- long as that person -VMS
A- banDENToN, Tex. (UP)
bies horseback riding-and tenerve life, not to take it."
Since thechance still remains that
a hen
nis, and says he is interested In tam roo.-2’.er that clucks like
"Man has no authority over he might become a Christian."
Inky, a cocker spaniel, toand
all outdoor sports.
.
his life or death bean’s,. it was
eight
"If euthanasia were to be legalPritchard believes that Revel- day took tarns at mothering
given him as a sacred trust by ized," concluded Dr. Heath, "the
puppies.
ries is out’ of the most worthwhile’
Life
is
not
an
Ahniqiity.the
decision should be left to a com’The bantam, which didn’t substudent activities presented at
give," confilnied mittee -of physicians, the
individual’s
patient
&MC.- In casting for this year’s set ihe to the pelief that a roosteri
Mr. Jacobs. "It Is his to live
family."
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-en
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by
the
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tion of giving vet ryone an ’equal ’ a tve
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fence ..
eallistnsure?"‘-asked Dr. Duncan. ! allied’ euthanasia, .:Te. Jacobs anHenderson.
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North
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tell us
found the -bantam . ’ kit, and eventual; O i 1 evilly," lied society, reason would
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is
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citito
take
a
authority
. of a committee so decide upon ’’.-ven
!
ter giiarter issue of LTKE. Crammed
and novelty acts will bring the! "clucking happily."
zen’s lit’’ whose .scrious misi on merest killings. Dr. Duncan
the
thought
he
might
hurt
"I,
spirit of the Post -World War.
full of dozens of jokes and stories
littlecontintot’!
em
that
life.
Otherwise,"
duet
committee!
inf. tort, "1.-f4aas by such a
puppies." nendei.,
decade to the stage of the Morrisl
0.1,,emety rive
Goes on sale Wednesday, March 15,
Th. he continued, "the Slate cannot
"so 1 tried to coax him out of the wt’uld
Dailey auditorium.’’
1.,,aving a ip.n.,01111_ take lives." (11 log mass killings at 7 A.M.
,Pritchard. doesn’t claim that ’doghouse, But he clucked noisily litI’’’lt
tering Irian advanced cancer j,. .,,, in some totalitarian states, Mr.
"Low Button Shoes" will be the and ruffled his feathers, so 1 gave
that no physician should .1 ’!u added that thOSC ’states
iatlnote
best Revelries production pre- U that idea." .
held culpable in case of I he. ii,urped rights. ...t WilS their dusented at San Jose State rotThe rooster has been puppy- i dtiti,:,11 h of the patient. Concerning l:t." he said, "to protect the nahgr, since. he explains, there
possibility. of a cure being toral rights of man."
sitting !Ave since-rgnoring the
scornful crowing of ot her ban- !’. developed." Dr: Duncan s al q 14
Stifferink Necessary
Iles in the barnyard. lie shows. "When a cure is realized, a change
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traditional
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Wednesdakic-Much

Winter Tyke’ Features
Program Satire on Words, Fission

Summer Se’ssion
Features Scenic Tours
ByEDWARD CONKLE
Two escorted educational tours, one covering the Pacific northwest, the other enveloping sections of southern Utakonorthern Arizona
arjd The-Pednielforthwest, will be offered as a regular part of the year

summer

"The 1950 Winter quarter Lyke will be packed with 40 full pages
of pictures, /feature articles, and jokes," according to Lew Bell, Lyke
editgr.
"The satirical highlight in our next issue will be feature by Dr.
Donald Alden of the English department" Bell explained. It deals with
words and fission and their effect
,
on- AT Viate.

Dr. Jensen
o Meet
Of Advisers

Co’ ’ward Plays
Open Final
Rehea rsals

session program, according to Dr. Raymond Mosher, summer
"On top of that," Bell continued,
sessions director.
"we have re-written our jokes
The first tour will extend from
from some of the best sources
available."
Jay- 9 to YatY 23:-and ttlP 8ec9rtd eeive three units credit for-etther -15r-Harry-1"-. Jensen, professor
from July 29 to August 12. The tour and six if they choose to take of education at San Jose State
Bob McFadden, Lyke manager,
two 15-day sessions, s a y s Dr. both. The credits. received will go college, will, represent the col explained that due to the off-set
Mosher,. are being given consecu- toward filling social science unit lege at a two-day meet of the
lithography by which Lyke is
tively so that it will be possible requirements.
State Advisory committee on , Dress rehearsals for "Tonight’ printed more p:ctures can be prefor students to take both tours
It must be emphasized that the Adult Education in Los Angeles. At 8:30" began Sunday, Director sented in the magazine for no
,
if they desire to do so.
tours are patterned after the reg-1 The meeting is to be held March John R. Kerr announced yester- increase in cost.
day. The three playlets, "ramify -Lyk6-will go on sale Wednesday
, The first educational tour, to ular field trips in any in itution 23 and 24, Dr. Jensen said.
the Pacific northwest. will In- and that the cost is made neces-! According to Dr. Jensen the Album," "Still ’Life," and "Red morning, March 15, at 7 o’clock.
clude Portland, the Columbia sary by nature of the course. The group, which acts in an advisory I Peppers," Which make up Noel Tge 2400 Lykes are expected to
river highway, Bonneville dam, cost of the tours includes trans-, capacity to the State Department Coward’s entertaining show are be sold by 10:30,o’clock Bell said.
Seattle, Mount Rainer, Glacier portation, lodging and meals while of Education and to state insti. now in their polishing stages for
.
National park, -Lake Louise, not en route. .
1 tutiong on adult education and curtain 4ime Thursday night.
Comedy, music and drama are
An ethicational tour Is some- extension, is meeting for the secJasper national park, Vancouthing new to San Jose State cor-I one time since the beginning. of each featured in the plays. "Fam- 1
ver. and Victoria.
prAdbum"_..is a Victorian comedy
quarter.
The second will take the scenic lege sununer_seIsions_ank-iltAtul
attraetions-af-Earkliair- siderable extent, to the college it.
Dr. Will C. Crawford, superin- with music Mid -dancing, ’Still
A perfect scale model of a ConCity, Boulder dam, Zion national self. Although there have been tendent of San Diego City schools, Life" a poignant love drama of
solidated BT 7 airli. IM.1--C-111tr-qtrirra-- -----park, Mount Cannel highway, field trips before, these tours rep- is chairman of the group, and Dr. two middle-age peOple in love, and
ter project of a class in AeronauBryce Canyon National park, resent something far more exten- Aubrey Douglass of the state de- "Red Peppers" has wise-cracks,
tics 180, has been completed in
song
witty
saying
and
vaudeville
’
educational
organized.
Salt
monument,
sive, as an
partment of education and superCedar Breaks
parts.
It will be assembled this
and
dance
routines.
Lake City, Yellowstone National project, and part of a summer viser of state colleges and teacher
"Tonight At 8:30" will play for week, according to Bill Ross, stupark. Old Faithful, Grand Can- session program, under the aus- training, is acting secretary.
dent of aeronautics, and one of
Dr. Jensen reveals that he will eight days in the Little Theater.
yon, Mammoth hot springs, Glac- pices of the college.
the constructors of the craft.
Performance
nights
are
March
Any San ’Jose State college also represent the college at the
ier national park. and Mount
Mr. J. D. Ross, instructor of
student le eligible for the tours, meeting of the Bay Section of the r-9-17, with the exception of SunRainer.
the class and supervisor of conMasher stated all students on especially those interested in the California Teachers’ association in day, March 12.
struction, is aided by Dick Mack,
San Francisco, March 25.
each tour would travel together, social isaence field.
Robert Critchlow, and Bill Ross,
Those desiring .additional in.
over a previously-arranged route
the three students of the class.
by bus and train and that the formation about the two tours
According to aeronautics stuwill
find
it
in
specially-prepared
will
be
various -scenic wonders
dent Ross, the model will be used
covered In accord with a pre-ar- folders, which are now available
in future aeronautics courses as
ranged- day and time schedule in _ t he summer sessions office,
i-rfra-demonstrater. -Due-to the tletail
Smith,engineer
iRÆIph
120
B.
Room
tour.
throughout the
department head, was elected of construction, students will be
"A week of lectures, reading,
Graduate Manager Bill Felse is president of the Engineering club able to observe the rigging and
and other preparations will preinifestigettng the -puss.ibility of ill- of Sail Jose List week. The elec- control operation, and study the
cede each tour," Mosher said,
and balance of the
stalling
a coffee
dispensing
ma- tion c
results .
were e
announced
at Weight
"In order that students may ree
n
ih
n
a
l
p
"craft
The
is a,
two p1-ace hi Student
Union.
in
the
,
the
annual
club
banquet at Vahls
ceive a greater appreciation of
plane;
and
-has
a
wing span of 77
The Veterans office announced
Betty Brisbin suggested at a in Alviso.
the experience than he would
inches. Complete’cnstruction
o
haZ
otherwise receive. There will yesterday that teacher-trainees, meeting of the Spartan Shop, According to Dr. Smith, the 120
,
been
done
according
to CAA spec who
are
veterans,
Thursday
that
suCh
board
will
have
to
pay
a
mamembers
of
the
club
are
practicalso be additional lectures durfor their teaching credentials. chine would give more students ing engineers from the Santa ifications, with aircraft spruce laging the tour itself."
ing used exclusively.
The word "escorted" in the title The Veterans administration has a chance to "get a cup" between Clara valley area. They representi
classes.
that
since
the
fee
is
a
all
branches
’Of
engtneering
and
decided.
is not without significance. AcFelse also reported to the board major engineering industries.
companying the student groups on charge by the state of California,
Dr. Smith said that the purpose
each tour will be Lawrence Smith, and not a fee of the educational that "as of March 1 we were payprofessor of geography at the institution, it is not payable under paying a note obligation in full of .the organization is two-fold,
amounting to $31,990.81,"
They strive to sponsor, and supUniversity of Oregon. Professor PL. 346.
Application for the credential
"At the present time we have port public projects for the beneSmith’s qualifications include long
experience in teaching geography at the Registrar’s office must be no -outstanding notes against the fit of the Community, and also.
and the conducting of previous accompanied by a payment of $4, Spartan S h op, and- we believe try -to-provIde-socteractivity for
according to information received there is enough cash to carry us professional engineers.
tours for geologists. ,
’through the buying and preparaAcademically, students will re- from the Veterans office.
tion for next quarter, summer
ONE. OF THE FINEST ART
session, and next fall," Felse said.
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
545 SOUTH SECOND ST.
AVM&
J"in
Colleen Brooks, junior physical
Dr. Charles G. Sibley, assis40"
6
education m a jo r at San Jose T
tent professor of zoology at San
Dnny-Wefrous Atirectkns
State college, was awarded a natJose State college, received a reCIVIC AUDITORIUM
ional rating in basketball officia’search grant last week from the
NEXT SUN., MAR. 12, 8:30
Miss Helen Dimmick, dean of
ting’
Thursday night at the WAA
American Philosophical society
MAY GORDON neid41
Eleanor women, and Mrs. Edith Germane, D .
tourney games. Miss
Duncan,CI.
h
f the
CAN
Al Iff 0
IN PERSON
assistant
professor
of
psychology,
Coombe. assistant professor a
Natural Science department here,
112 South 5econd Street
announced will attend the spring conference announced last week:
Education
Physical
1
recently. M’ . Coombe made the of the California Association of
According to Dr. Sibley he ap’
Women
Deans
and
Vice
Princiaward presentation.
plied for the grant about two’
sTNE kUN Ve110 CAM 10 011111111’
Miss Mary Wiley, instructor in, Pals.
months ago
H ardan..us comeg by Mon NertiCworge
This Week’s
r.e.rmes
slated
meeting
is
for
the
The
Athletic
P.E. with the Women’s
He will use the grant to finance
Feature!
trix
1.20,
inc.
3.60,
1.80,
2.40,
3.00,
Mission
Inn in Sonoma from April. a three months field-trip to Mex-;
department here, renewed her
Son Jos* Auditorium, CY 3-6252
national rating at the same time. 14 to 16.
ico during the coming summer.
MON. EVE., MAR. 13, 8:30
Miss Dimmjek is an ’executive
The profesSor plans to collect
board member of the organiza- birds in the mountains near the
V
lion’s northern section: Mrs. Ger- toWh-of Guadalajara. His totee- k
mane will give a short talk on tion is in connection with a study
research and guidance in coun- of the evolution of a group’ of
.
Cleanses, Stimulates
Dr. Albert E. Finholt. associate sang.
Mexican birds known as towhees.:
and Lubricates
professor of chemistry at St.plal
He said the study will be an ex- 1
LARRIMORE. POLERI, MANI
from
college, Northfield, Minn., will
Company of 125, Orchestra, Ballet
tension of previous ones he made
1.20, 1.80, 2.40. 3.00, inc. tax
address the Santa Clara Subto Mexico in.194 and 1948 for his
San Jose Auditorium, CY 3-6252
Section of the California Chemical
doctor’s degree.
Society March -!, according to
,
Lowell Pratt; public relations
The Board of Control, Friday._
head.
approved the Student Council’s
The meeting will be held at 8 setting aside of $2500 for
the
510 So. 10th
CY 2-5502
p.m in the chemistry building at Men’s Physical Education departStanford university following a ment. The amount can be offic6:30 o’clock dinner at the Long- ially allocated
at a later date.
barn restaurant on the El Camino.
"It was also decided that the
General Fund of the students
should never he obligated to an
extent that would bring the balThen look right! Feel Right! Drop
in
ance -W-0w 11590:4’reIse said.
today for a REAL, sharp haircut as you
like it cut! We have three experienced
398 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
Union Barbers and an experienced shoe
shine man for your convenience. Get ready
"Santa Clara valleys famous
CYpress 3-9309
prunes wouldn’t pe if it weren’t
for the long list of activities just ahead.
k
for insects." Ds. Carl Duncan will
tell a group pt citizens at Cannelby -the-Sea tonight. Dr. Duncan
was invited to speak in the lecDAVE ROSENTHAL, JR., Ownr-Opereior
ture series sponsored by the Car26 N. lit 3 Doors North of Roos Bros.
mel adult school program.
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Sororities Fete Pledges’:

et
is
-

At Weekend Affairs

10

Four San Jose State college sororities held their annual pledge
dances ’Fridayand Saturday, March 3 and 4.
The Hotel Mark Hopkins was the setting for the Alpha Omicron
eht. affair Sat U rday evening.

k.
to
d.

Pledges, -mem-tiers,’ ’alumnae and
guests of the sorority danced to
the music of Frank Beasley’s orchestra.
- Alpha Phi sot it-y- -presented-it
dante"Friday,evening at the Casa
Del .Rey hotel in Santa Cruz.
Music was furnished by Bob Russell’s orchestra.

nuin

Members of the "Ilke" club get together at their Tuesday night session to pluck out the perennial
favorite, "Nice Feet Two" and get pointers on the fine points of ukelele art. Miss Ardith Frost (extreme left) instructs the group, which held their regular meeting last night in conjunction with the
co-rec program in the Women’s gym.
photo by Steve Everett

uof
of
n-

Orchesis Members

SS,

Demonstrate

ued

Modern Dancing

as

Or1sis . members
demonstrate mode of self-expression
th#ough modern dance in a proram in the Women’s gym last
night, as part of the co-rec activi-

be
nd
he

ties. .

Wedding Bells Rinff Out
For Stockton-Denevy
Two former San Jose State college students were married recently in a formal ceremony at Sacred Heart church. The bride, Miss
,
Donna Marie Denevy, wore a white satin gown with a peter pan

According ta.spr. Spreen, adviser
for the interpretive dance group,
the only requirment for, any collar and lace yoke. Her sweet -1
-woman in the student body to join heart veil was of French illusion’
is an enthusiasm for modern and she carried a prayer book I
upon which rested a white orchid
dance
Itnight.:a _pecariga, ,wil4 a and bouvardia. Mrs. Catherine
’16 duplicate of the one Orchesis ’ Denevy is the mother of the bride,
I
11
members presented at Woodrow who was given In marriage by .
Wilson junior, high school last her uncle, Nicholas Biever. .
Attired in a white lace over
week. Saturday, more than 15
.The bridegroom, LeRoy _Gerald
- members attended the Dance Stockton, is the son of Mr. and ivory satin gown,: Miss Leslie MarSymposium at the - University Of . Mrs. Gerald Stockton. He is affili_ guerite Blake recently became the
California at Berkeley.
,
Med. with Alpha Phi Omega, trit- bride of Robert Hugh Warburton
in a fonnal wedding ceremony in
The co-rec organization, which ernity.
St. Clare’s church in Santa Clara.
sponsors regular Tuesday night
Miss Jean Kuklinski: the’ maid
The new Mrs. Warburto n.
aCtivities, is planning to sponsor
gowned in paltel daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie J.
other such unusual, features at of honor, was
yellow faille taffeta and she wore Blake of ganta Clara, carried a
subsequent meetings. The group
a heatihand which matched her satin prayer book With an arof ukelele players. which co-rec
’ bouquet of _orchid sweet peas. The rangement-of white hyacinths,and
__recently organized. ha proved-to
three bridesmaids. wearing pale orchids. Her only attendant was
’be popular, according to club ofaquadresses, were the Misses Ellen her cousin, Miss Ann Leslie Eastficials.
Chargin, Jacqueline Bessiere and man, who Wore an ’ American
Barbara McKay. Accenting their beauty taffeta dress and carried a
ensembles were headbands and bouquet of violets and American ;
Ix,uquets of pink sweet peas.
beauty roses.
Best man was Nicholas Clan’Presents’
ciarulo and ushers were Douglas
Alpha Omicron
Pi -sorority
Smith, Edgar Crock and Austen
staged a formal presentation of
Warburton.
pledges - recently. Pledges were
The bridegroom is the son ol
presented to parents of members I
Alpha Chi Omega sorority Will
and pledge:, faculty members, ad- be honored today by a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Henry Luke Warburton of San Jose. Following a
ministration,. and piumnae.
Mrs. Junior A. B. Peak from Salt reception at the Hotel De Anza,
On the receiving line to greet Lake, Utah. She’ is the National
the couple left for a honeymoon at
. guests was Dr. Roberta Holloway, Western Counsellor of the organ the Sugar Bowl in the Sierras. The ’
faculty, odvires’, Mrs.. orlando
TWO are both former San
Hughes. alumna at:Nisei:, Mrs.
Mrs Peak -will be- at the Rica) State -college students. Richard Anderson, housemother,
chapter
house March8 9 and 10:
and Angie Panelli, vice president
,and will hold a workshop with
and pledge captain.
both active members and pledges
of the local group.

W ears White

-

in r orat
m Rites

Sorority .titages
Formal

Ora* Harter Weds

The wedding of Miss Ora 1,11
Hailer, December ’49 graduate of
San Jose Slate college, -and For--rest __Hedrick, was soleMnized.
March 4 in Los Angeles.
Miss Harter is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Harter or Los
Angeles. She was an occupational
therapy major here and is con,.
tinuing’her training in the4souttiern city.
Hedrick is employed by the
O’Keefe-Merritt company. A
Ineynsent -trip-to-Lais -Vegas and
Hoover Dam followed the cere..tylony.

ne

shop

Special Prices for Group Corsage
Orders
FREE DELIVERY
Phone CY 4-7534
Hite CL 1-4293
402 S. FIRST ST.

-:The_ following students were
recently initiated as Psi Chi members: Barbara Barnes,’ Clifford
Dean, John Delaney, Richard
Knowlcs, Robert
for .theChi Omega affair Saturday Chprles Pettis, Rod Richardson,
evening. The dance took place in Jack Thompson, Richard Woods,
the Red Room of the- Fairmont
and Donald Wood%% ort h.
hotel, San ’Francisco. "
"Blossom Time" was the theme
of the Delta Gamma sorority
dance held Saturday evening at
the Peninsula country club in San
Mateo. Sheldon Taix and his orchestra furnished the music.
TONITETHURS.

SAN JOSE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Ex-Spartans Marry

Miss Leslie Blake

At a recent meeting of Sigma
Kappa so r or it y pledges, new
pledge classiofficers were selected.
They will hold their positions until
they are initiated in June.
The new oficers are: Claire
George, president; Joyce Barrel;
vice president; Lenore Crist, secretary; Anne Cunningham, social
chairman; Mary Arnold, scholarship chairman; and Jackie Lawlor,
activities chairman.
The pledges furnished the entertainment for a joint meeting with
SAE fraternity held Monday
night, and they are working on
several projects.

PLUS
Barry Sullivan

"SUSPENSE"
FRI.SAT.
Tom. Drake

Wallace leery

"ALIAS A
GENTLEMAN"
ALSO
Tim Holt

"GUN SMUGGLERS"
GISH ROAD

13th and

FOR THE

I.F.C. FORMAL
. . . GIVE HER A FINE CORSAGE FROM OUR WIDE SELEdrION OF FINE BLOOMS.
It costs you no more to depend
on us for superlative, prompt
and courteous service.

FLOWER SHOP

girktnaiti

CYpress 24462

438 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

FORMAL SALE CONTINUED
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MARCH 9-10-11

Those chosen were: Nadine ’Castor, president; Dolores Striker,
vice-president; and Elsie Lawson,
secretflry-t re3aSUrer.

Drastically

$10 - $15-$20

Reduced
Values to

SAN FERNANDO
SHOE SHOP
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
B. convinced that you have good
shoemaker in your neighborhood who
knows how to make and repair a
’types of shoes.

$59.95

ONE SPECIAL GROUP OF NEW FORMALS
Includes: Strapless,

GI

"TELL IT TO
THE JUDGE",

-

Officers for the pledge class of
Alpha Chi sorority were elected at
a recent meeting.

ALL SVDRK

Rob’. Cummings

Rosalind Russell

SK Pledges Elect
Group Officers

Western Adviser
’Visits A Chi Os

Plebs Cast Notes

P’sl Chi Group Inmates
10 Student .Members

Ankle-length, Pastels

FOR THE REMAINING DAYS OF THIS SALE
Pt%

Open Thursday ’till 9 P.M.

ANA ’STEED

Our Excellent Craftsmanship
Insures Satisfaction
Our Specialty Is Orthopedic
and Corrective Work

CY 4-4450
36 So. 2nd St.

67s.

...anaiwast-enermemenr--

"

_
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SFC Calk+ Meet
With SJ Glovemen;
Marines Loom Big
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partan Swimmers
Meet California

San Jose Siate’s boxing engagernents were’ reduced 10 two for
this week when Spartan Coach
Dee Portal announced yesterday
that SFQC had ci_mcellecl its meet
with -the. Spartans.

With expectations of a close mect from both sides University of
California and Safi Jose State college swimmers dip in the Spartan
P

pool this evening at eight o’clock.
Cdach Charlie Walker’s locals will be paddling for their third
win of the .seasort. TI2ey have dunked Santa Clara twice but have
been defeated by Stanford and
-College of RacineBM-Phillips; 50 .f1 tetyle-: Don
The Bears, on the other hand, Fisher and Sanderson.
have lost their only attempt to
Diving: Allan Johnson and Dave
Fullerton Junior college, best of Wood) 100 freestyle; Chapman
The fast hurdle on the roar
the nation’s jaysee swim teams.
and-Fisher; 150 backstioke: Philthe CCAA finals for the San Jose
Both Coach George Schroth of lips and Clark.
-Cal and Walker of SJSC rate the
200 breaststroke:
Cook and State college gymnastic chamteams even. If a duel develops, as Lindquist;
400 freestyle: Herb pions takes place tonight, With
expected. .the Spartans and Gold- Steiner and Ken Lifquist. 4-man the contingents of the Stanford
en Bears w,ill probably undertake relay: Phillips, Chapman, Fisher, :ndians and College of Pacific Tia juggling of line-ups for the plus one not yet selected.
’gers as the Spartans invade the
meet’s finale.
Stanford Enftna gym at 7:30
Pat McConnell, ace diver for
o’clock.
San Jº, Will gafter aiidther
ATt-hough ’their major thoughts
are in the southland for the convictory to add to his brilliant recference championships this weekord. California’S Dave Wood is expected. to give McConnell some
end, Captain Dick Brown will lead
terrific competition in what may
the appartus handlers this even.
- be the relittife-event of the proFollowing the traditional meth- ing with the idea of extending the
gram.
ods of the intramural basketball Spartans’ 1949-50 victory record.
George Haines, stellar sprint program, the college casaba tourThis year has seen the condiman, and Hal Lebiff, backstroker ney gets under way this afternbon tioeed muscles hinge on an imare two Spartan Mermen who at 4:30 o’clock, in the Men’s gym. pressive set of wins over the Stiftdraw respect from the California
The hoop teams have been di- loft! redmen, 51-38, Cal. Poly 41mentor.
vided .into two parts with the di- 40. College of Pacific 66-24, and in
In 1949 the valley waterboys vision
leaders and runners-up a three-way affair hang up the
lost to the swimming Bears, 26-49. comprising the Sudden - D ea t h San Francisco YMCA and Olym’Coach Walker had little to say Championship squads for first and pic club teams by
to 261:
as to his entries but Cal’s tutor second place. The consolation and 58 points respectively.
Meanwhile the Palo Alto farm
has committed himself to his par- rounds will see the remainder of
ticipants although entries are sub- the intramural teams battling for players have taken the Gold and
.
White players to the only San
ject to change.
- the third place award.
California entries:
efeat ’ a
-3
min
’All tires -andMedley relay: Brock Clark, Ron court games are on the bulletin
On the College of Pacific list
Lindquist and Hank Sanderson. board of the Spartan gym and all of strong contenders there will be
220 freestyle: Jim Chapman and team managers should find out Malen and Millacei Stroh, Dale
what times their teams will play, Keyser, Hal Kutiner, and Jack
Director ’’Ted Mumby announced Shadden.
The ndians look forward to a
yesterday.
Livading quintets itato-thF Miffs. t’ict013,---in--thc-’1an rannanreg- Of
for the championship rounds are:I Dave Allan, Bob Belt, Jim Harris,
The’ Ridgerunners, Cat Cutters, Keith McGregor, Dick Marquardt,
Hookers, Racketeers, Sigma Al- Dick Love,, Bob White, Bill Schafa
pha
Epsilon,’ Theta Mu Sigma,
A I i er ’a weekend of smiles.
wrestling- mentor Ted .- Mum-pv.1E444 SPI-1_, a Gaillni.a. White Socks
.
1
lcOks forward to E’ridayeveninge aiettRP17;
g ’
p ivity-six squads will he batt
p
rr
- bur ’’
prese‘atatiorlwith the
1.
neying eniver’sitY’’ of *California t,!ing for third place, which ingrippers at 7:30, o’clock in the clude ’second division teams. the
Hof Shots, Crabs, Rebels, Theta
Spartan gym:Chi .Cabasons, Wee Terrace Boys,
he
SGO, Fatigued, Nevada Athletic -SAN LUIS OsiSPO. CAT. Mar.
coach
.p
Square in ners’ last’
tfhieedtu’:aalams heiTel’intg.ttfeoornr. club, Delta
Upsilon, Basketeerd 7 (UP) - LeRoy B HugheS,
at Menlo junior college since 1938,
scithey prepare for
th’1i9s%50,eve.keil.rlsa
_Nematuirt club. _Golden Boys, Nug-1
Pacific
st Triter- gets,
liiheTex
Lambda Chi, Delta Sigma, was named director -of athletics
collegiate matches at Berkeley.
Phi, PSK, Campus Terrers. DTO, and head football coach at CalifThe hope that he would be able Kappa Alpha, Spartan Daily,jg- ornia State Polytechnic college
le- tix145.
_ _
to send Ins first stung point getPi. Night Hawks, and
President Julian McPhee ansMai-adders.
uoredntMters south to the National JuniorTma
nounced that Hughes will succeed
Wrestling championships in San ,
Chuck Inavelko, who resiimed a
Diego this weekend was erased l
month ago. Robert Mott, wevious
N’eSlerilav when he found his bras i
,
head of physical education and
uries and a small
riddled with
I athletics, will remain as director
pocketbook -could not carry his.
of the Physical Education depart lads’ through the tournament per-1
merit.
lad, financially;
Hughes graduated in 1931. from
Sklelined for the next few days Marchthe University of Oregon, where
Fri. 10--SJ Tech, here. 3:30.
and possihly for the California
Tues. 14--SJ Tech, there. 3:30. he was a football and basketbal!
Bear wrestling rounds are -136-1b.
Wed. ,15 SJ High, there, 3:15. star. He did graduate work at the
co-captiin Ralph i’atte with a
Fri. 17 -Hartnell, there, 3:30. University of California and Stancold, old 175:11). Dick Campbell
Wed. 22-Lincoln Hi, there, 3:30 ford and coached at .Monterey
with bruised ribs. The picture
high school before going to Menlo.
looks even darker for the Spar- April-14:146
e
niR
T_
Mpnks
f nnt hall
Thurs.
tatr-siner 155-th. Ray-Bennett ’will
teams have had 32 wins, 5 losses
1:30.
rennin), outi_bf irctista
a nes.
f"Ws
as con erence
gat. A--1VienTo
there, 2:30.
ed ribs and 145-1b. co-captain Bill
Tues. 11-SJ High here, 3:15. champion last year.
Wardrup. whose weakened flu
Fri. 14 ,Bellarmine, there, 3:30.
condition cost him the first place
Tues. 18 -Hartnell. hero, 3:30.
in the Far Western invitational,
Sat. 22 - St. Mary’s Frosh, here.
-still remains on the sick list_
0_aza.
Mumby’s oniasters -haveaftWed. -26--Menlo JC here, 3:00.
the -Rei,k-eley campus can asmen
San Jose State college’s ehiss
for two years, but the rivalry re- May
Tues. 2 Lincoln Hi, here, 1:30. tournament is in its third week ’of
newal will be a preview to the
Thurs. 4-SC Frosh, there, 3:30. action, and already 25 of 33 startPCI. The Patific Coast conference
Sat. 6 USF Frosh, there, 2:30. ers have been eliminated.
teams always’ rate strong favor94he eight surviving entries will
’rues. 9--Bellarmine, here, 3:30.
ites ,in ,the intercollegiate festival.
c’ Fri. 12-SC Frosh, here, 3:30. battle throughout next week until
The only PCC squad that has
Tues. 16-- USF Frosh, here 3:30. a winner is decided. The tourna-faced the San Jose team ’this seaThurs. 18--St. Mary’s Frosh, ment functions on the principle
son has been, the UCLA Bruins there, 3:00.
of two losses and out.
who tasted a 19-8 defeat at the
hands of the Gold and White club.
If Mumby’s wrestlers can overConte the ’Californians the locals
-’-will--probably find-themse vea next.
week as the team to beat at Be’rin the all-college mat
keley
finals.
SKIS AND POLES
SKI BOOTS
RENT A
-.SW
All Sizes - Men’s and Women’s
TYPEWRITER

Roy Dtederich;lon, a former pupil
of his and now coach of SFCC,
informed him that gpasluation and
her of-rt3 Ker. circuinstances
had reduced his squad to a point
where it would not be advisable
to box San Jose a second time in
view of the fact that the Spartans
fer, Dee Kenworthy, Charles Milhad_won the first-engagement
ler, and Bill
,
To "check any wild dreams of
The remainder of the week will
triumph, the San Jose- contioge
Ind the Washington Square gladwill have Ed Sense, Art Yates,
iators knocking noggins a second
Wally Esheknah, Don Ervin, Jim
time with a strong Camp PendleMelton,
Glenn
Walthall,
Bob
’outfit tomorrow night and
Scott, Oscar Metz, Don Peckham, ton
staging a benefit intra-squad boxMario Valdastri, Don Erwin Al
program -Friday -night.
Grass,’
ryan,
The benefit -will be fourth in
Dick Brown, Len Wallach, and
the series and will be held in the
Russ Rabeneau.
Sequoia high school gym in Redwood_City. Pairings for the meetwill be announced tomorrow by
Portal,
Portal also announced that the
’Pacific Coast trial matches -will
..
* in Spartan gyrn on March
Spar
frosh mermen will re- 17. The winners will represent
turn t
ction Friday when they San Jose in the PCI to be held in
battle the University of California Sacramento March 23-25.
frash in the local waters. The
In the meantime, Portal is busfreshmen have already turned in ily getting his men in shape for
two victories this season, over the
the Camp Pendleton struggle toStanford university fn -year men morrow night. Th.:. Marines
are
and San Jose high school.
coached by Lt. Edward-, Duncan
The remaining schedule is:
and S Sgt. Wade Curtis. Duncan
Mar. 10 -California froth, here. was a to. boxer
and ,pole vaulter
in his training days at the U.S.
Mar. 11-12 --Post Enquirer meet Naval Academy.
Curtis is not onin Oakland.
ly a veteran of the pro boxing
Mar. 16 -Sequoia high, here.
ranks, but also has a fine war
Mar. 17-Pacific Asso. of. AAU, record.
S.F. Olympic club.
Although reportedly not at tart
Apr. _11.--BurlizigamesliTh last time, the LeaiherApr. 13 Livermore high, there. -nceks were
nevertheless in top
Apr. 14-Bellarneile Prep, there. condition,
a factor which Portal
Apr. 15 Cal
Aggies _Relays, has stressed continually during
there.
-_
his coaching tenure at San ..1.)se.
Apr. 21 Bellarreine Prep, here.
- Am’,
-t70-- ("(’AA, here.

1

Stanford, COP Battle
State Gymnasts Tonight

’

’Mural Basketb411
Tourney Starts

Bears Visit SJS - -. - - Matsters Friday-

Sayler-----------

Frosh to Swim;
Schedule Is Set

Menlo Coach Gets Inman Scores
Cal Poi) Position stu
14 for Stetvart’s

res man)
B.
aseball Schedule .1.

Chess lot, rnarnent
Starts Third Week

ski

Kt

SPECIAL STUDENT
3MONTHS 51 0
RATE

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E SAN FERNANDO

CY-2 7503

EQUIPMENT
RFEONRT SALE
AND

SKI CARRIER FOR YOUR CAR

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
San Fernfindo - Between

mr4,’,41.-

and 4th

Stu Inman, star tSpartan eager,
during the past four years, -made
14 points in his debut -with Stewart Chevrolet Monday’ night in
the PA Tournament in San Francisco.’ Stewart’s drubbed Fr-onch
AC-9048. - -

Final’ CCA A
,
W
Pepperdine
8
San Jose State -------7
San Diego St.
5
Fresno State .
4_
Cal Poly
.3.
Santa Barbara ... 3

I.
/
3
5
..6
7
7

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!

7-

1
1

1
1

Cqmpare Those Prices
With Any In Town -a’40 WILLYS Sedan
’37 WILLYS Sedan
’33

345.00
145.00

WILLYS Sedan
ENGLISH AtsAfin

95.00
’48
950.00
’46 Ch1EV. Aero Sod. 1195.00

ctoke4

Pct,
.800
.700 i

WILLYS

.5(K),

.-1001
.3001
.300 ’

1

38 S. 4th

1

CY 5-1105

reolaNtakr
frafifi

I/

11/’

411111MnweL ameNNIM /01111.111-

4fiv,

Save Up To 40% on Meat!
Govt. Inspected

BEEF
. . . Forequarters

19,lb.
plus

Sc

lb. processing

Special . . .

-HAMBURGER

lb.

. . . 10 LB. LOTS . . .

plus SC lb, processini

BUDGET TERMS II $17 A MONTH
On Approval of Credit

WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
40 No. Fourth

CY 2-8992

1
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Spartan Baseballers Defeat Moffett;
Ray Jacobus. Hurls 124-Vietorl

Netters by 9-0 Score

Victory came to the Sari Jose I was not touched by the home club.
In the remaining singles match-college baseball club yesterState
es, the Hilltop team came out on
Wil Concklin, Spartan third
day at Moffett. ficdd when they sacker, paced San Jose at bat with
top as Bill Green, Stanley Smith,
bowed in with a 12r-3 victory over three singles in (our trips. Dick
and Wally Vickery won over Bob
the navymen to register their first Lane, who started at second,
Phelps’, Don Gale, and Jerry CarlThe garnered two doubles and a single
win of the infant season.
son, respectively.
game lasted .only five innings lie- - The doubles series saw the Don
on
on four to tie ’ with Concklin for
oL _EL _CI irfew_ruling.
continue the dean
honors. Don Lopes, shoiTSTOP, wag
.ed
by
Pitching duties were shared
Once again, the Don performers sweep of the court play asiGi’itton
injured in a second base’eollision.
Miller,
Jacobus
and
Mary
repeated last year’s score with a and Roache stopped’ Krikorian and’
N’EW YORK, Meta ’7 -.41.1.Pl- -_ Ray
veteran grOup Of players.
The Bulwa. Green with Smith combine Bradley was ’seeded first, . Ken- Jacobus receiving the win. He
Dean Giles, 1919 first baseman,
San Joseans lagked the experience sank Phelps and Carlson while in lucky second, Duquesne third and Nvorked the ,first four inniogs;’
in centerfield for San JOse
arted
s
o leo e the tasi pire set by The final- gaine Salnple Bald Vick- 4i. John’s fourth in the Natidal ’alu"ing.-ttl’ee bits-Ind three-.
triple for the Sparsmashed,a
aad
earned
-rims
during
his
tenure,
-cry sent - San Joseans Castle and Invitation Basketball tournament,
the fog town lads-. ’
Miller worked the last’ frame, and tans longest blow.
However, the Washington Gale down- to defeat.
it was announced. today.
. They will draw first round byes,
_Square netters gave the San Franciseans all they. Could handle as
In the - Opening round games,
the valley. players thrplighnitt the
Westirn XenteckP will play Ni
play .displayed the potentials of a
agara and San Francisco will meet
SPECIAL PAIRKINt; HATES FOR ALL SPARTAN STUDENTS
City College -of New, York -Saturstrong team as the season progresses Along,’
(MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN)
day afternoon in the initial 011’7.
A
Newcomer TB uteh Krikorian
bleheadff at Madison Square Gar
34 NORTH THIRD STREET
started’’off the afternoons -court
den. Then ’Saturday night La7
Up)
NEW YORK March 7
gwne.s With Green and Gold lead- Balor and Brighain Young yes, Salle plays. Aritoiia and Long Is- _
er; Conway Catton. Catton took terday were seleetel
v
to -piny in land university meets Syracuse.
the first round 6-1, but the young fhe NCAA Basketball tournament. The afternoon doubleheader heSpartan snagged the second set
Baylor was. picked for the gins at 2 o’clock EST, the night
6-4. The final -series had to go ’NCAA Western’ playoffs from Dis- .prograrn at 8!1.5,&e1oek.
-into extia play, but Cattoh-calrei jusix... th sl,,,thwa,,u_adoiim, ,.,,,ThisglatiStilittiLL..teAhaull
tr----nnirt-Tildtch ha. yp
.
Young was picked from District i n t " , sc.cti ns.
Sent one of his seiVices into the Seven, the Rockies.- They will Monday Bradley plays the Lit]net.
compete against teams yet to be Syracuse winner and St. John’s
-Harry Roache defeated Bob selected from the Midlands and meets the Western Kentucky.
castle 6-4 and 6-0, while another the Pacific coast at Kansas City Niagara survivor. Tuesday DuUSFer Frank Sample barely got March 23rd and 25th.
quesne plays the La Salle-Arizona
by veteran Chet Bulwa 9-7 and
The winner meets the Eastern winner and Kentucky plays the
6-4.
playoff winner for the National San Francisco-CCNY victor.
The semi-finals will be played
championship. Ohio State, Holy
Cros,- North Carolina State and Thursday and the finals Saturday,
a Mid-Atlantic team yet to be March 18.
named compete in the Eastern
playoff.
Baylor has won 13 and lost 11
this’ season. Brigham Young’s record is 21-11
Hy RENCoN _s
United Press Sports Writer
Displaying their best efforts of
BURBANK, Cal., March 7- the season, the San Jose State col(UPI Branch Rickey built tw
lege rifle team outshot the Stan;baseball dynasties with an accent
A
ford Indians yesterday afternoon
on youth, and the St. Louis
on the Spartan range. 1352-1344.
-Browns- intend-to use his technique
-The Visiting btillermen from
to grab some of the glbry which No. Player
Pos, Palo Alto tried to revenge their
The Year’s Lowest Prices Are Here Now!
has escaped them for so long.
4 Bob Wuesthoff
of Previous defeat, but Gold and
Buy for This Year’s and Next Year’s Fun
Brownie Vice-President Charles 5 Don Lopes
ss White rifle carriers Robert McDuring this Annual
Dewitt, whose brother Bill is club Ft Walt Johnson
Carty, Jack Raichert, Warren
president readily admits that the 12 Tom Burch
lb Winovich, Lewis Kirby, and Don
team’s building program is pat.. 13 -Dave McCarty
Madsen stopped the invaders’
terned after Rickey’s.
16 Glenn Davis
strategy.
Rickey, working with the late 17 Tom Lee The San Jose squad visits BerSam Breadon, made the St. Louis 18 Don Chelgren
20 keley tomorrow afternoon in _a
Cardinals the National league’s 70 Ralph Romero
three-way rifle meet, with Unimost feared club, and now is doing 21 -Tom Okagaki
-2h versity of California and Cali-the same kind of job. in Brooklyn. 22 Jack Frederick
cf fornia Aggies.
"My brother Bill worked with 23 Dick Lane
ss
Rickey both on the. Browns and 31) Ray Jacobus
later the Cardinals," said Charley 32 Marvin Miller
Dewitt, here in the Browns’ train- 33 Earl Wright
of
lug camp as road secretary.
WITH A FINE MEAL
34 Leon Papkoff
of
A quick look at the Browns’ 35 Russ Holcombe
of
NIGHTS
FROM KEN’S
camp and-Ws-apparent the De- 36 Stan Peterson
of
AND FRI.PLAN
THURS.
witts have given Manager Zech 36 Can Miloney
Food prepared just the way
P.M.
UNTIL 9 ON OUR LAYAWAY
Taylor plenty of .young robkies to 37 Al Van Aman
3b-p
you like it.
SHOP
work with to better the team’s dis- 38 Dean Giles
lb
PAY LATER
mai seventh-place showing in 1949. 39 Wil Concklin
3b
NOW
WERE
That "building program" with 40 Pete Mesa young players is why the club ped- 41 Mel Stein
lb-of
dled, second baseman Jerry Priddy
195
SKISWILSON RIDGE TOP HICKORY. pr. $15.00
and third sacker Bob Dillinger in course, might have something to’
MULTI -SPORT LAMINATED.
say
about
that.
off season deals, Dewitt said.
$22.50 sirs
Ridge Top, Steel Edges.
"We’ve got a group of fine
"We sold them to make room
Refinished.
SURPLUS,
ARMY
young ballplayers," Charley Defor younger players who we will
sirs
Laminated, Steel Edges.
witt said, gazing at the yearlings
develop," said Dewitt. Although he cavorting
in Olive Memorial Park
LUND or WILSON, Your Choice. Ridge Top-HickS1 995
Insisted the Browns have not been
here. "We’re going to develop
ory, Laminated, Steel Edges. $30 to $40 values .
a "financial failure," it was pretty
Ahem together and they’ll reach
well known the club could use the
a peak in a couple of years when
255 S. 2nd
ARMY CABLE BINDINGS, _
huge bundles__ otgrtenbacks it gat ’they’restill ittaugs.----Thett-wateh
BREAKFASTLUNCHDINNER
COMPLETE SET --for Priddy and Dillinger, the them!"
SUIVE ADJUSTABLE CABLE BINDINGS, Reant’s top stank
COMPLETE
$ 5.00
Their sale, incidentally, does not
SUIVE MICEOMATIC CABLE BIHDINGS,
bother the blunt-tongued Taylor.
COMPLETE
$ 8.00
"Our infield will be a darn sight
HJALMAR HVAM
better this season than last," he
SAFETY BINDINGS
"It couldn’t be any
growled.
POLES, ARMY, CHOICE of STEEL or LAMINATED$10.00
worse--that’s for sure."
CANE SHAFTS, LEATHER GRIPS, METAL RINGS
Taylor, however, refused to
WILSON All Leather soles and
name the infield which would be
uppers, instep strap, steel
better than the 1949 one built
shank; men’s and ladies. $10.00
around Dillinger and Priddy. Zach
WILSON SKI BOOTS, All Leather, Instep Strap,
is all for the youth program. The
Heavy Wedge Sole, Storm Welt.
$15.00
enthusiastic
are
Dewitts also
SANDLER SPORTMASTER SKI BOOTS; Leather
about their plans to make i the
Lined, Triple Wedge Sole, Finest tAatiser
$27.50
name St. Louis synonymous with
SNOWSHOES,
$795
the Browns. The Cardinals, of
Army, Pair
$ 9.95
AFTER SKI BOOTS, Leather Sole,
sass
Sheepskin Lined, Zipper Front.
$ 6.95
All the dreams for a tennis victory over the University of San
Francisco net squad were shattered yesterday afternoon at the
California Tennis club in Sanancisco. when
the
Spartan
racket handlers:were treunced by

USE Plays CCNY
In NIT’s Opening .
mind Saturday

5
5

1

AUTO PARKING

Ba- lor-BYU Get.
AA Cage Ids

-r*-&-6-

Accent on Youth
Brown’s Program

Spartan Riflemen
Defeat Stanford

1E S.!

1950 Si Varsity
Baseball Roster

CLEARANCE’

off!
0%to 50

Stan’ The Evening
...

)0

’7

KEN’S PINE INN

ATTENTION
GOLFERS!

Golf any day of the week
except Sat. and Sun.
Monthly Rate Cards are now
available with ASB card.

IS IT HOT

OR IS YOUR CAR BATTERY
_ON ITS_LAST LEGS?
REBUILT

Batteries

4.95
Exchange

Nevi Batteries 7.95’
Exchange
REPAIRING
RECHARGING
RENTALS

Argo. Battery Co.466 So. Marie/

CV 3-4683

gas_
42"

BINDINGS

$1"

SKI BOOTS

$695
$195
$1395

only Kock

Golf clubs and golf Valls can
be rented for 50c q day,

HILLVIEW
Golf
TULLY ROAD

Course
CY 5-8550

SKI PANTS
Cr JACKETS
20% to 40% OFF
1

SKI
SWEATERS
30% OFF

USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN
PAY AS YOU GET PAID

mommasmMMIMMOIM.4.6.4....11.0110.."’’’’....."."""mm

MANY OTHER ITEMS! SHOP UNTIL I P.M. TIMM A FRIDAY!
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Student ’Y’ Goes on Week-end I ’Dream Girr
Declines H* on or
Excursion to Snowy Sierras

IA Department Creates
Standards Committee Rally Chairman

A Student-Teacher Standards committee has been set up by
The Fall quarter Rally committhe Industrial Arts department to process applications from students tee chairman will be elected towho have completed their lower division requirements and night at a regular :r.etting of the
wish to be admitted to industrial arts teacher-training, accord- Pep promoters _inittoom_24 at 7
ing to Mr. Hartley Jackson, associate professor of ’ndustrial arts. o’clock. Aspirants .to the position
Mr. Jacbson said that in the past, approval of applications has Tryouts for song girls and majorbeen handled on an informal basis, but now, with the great inease ettes is set for March 17.

of students in the department, the
new committee system:
_ ha’s been

-

lie explained .that departmental
approval of students moving frail
lower, divsion to teacitPr-training,
is ode of the 12 requirements for
teaehoe candiriorrc1ist"d_hi the
announcement of courses.
Members of the Student -Teacher
Standards committee are: Mr.
James Casey, chairman; Mr. Hartley Jackson, Mr. C. B. MacLean,
and Mr, G. G. Petersen.

Registr(ds Office

Announcements
Hear guest
Spartan Spinners: Meet at 7:30 tan Daily office.
tomolrow at Washington speaker and consume douglinnts
and
scho
-

Spartan Record Club: Meet at I ’Tau Delft’ Phi: Meet at 12:30
3:30 p.m. today in L210:
.p.m. Friday for hot lunch -in tower,
Hold
at
smoker;
Tau Delta Phil
Students: Information regarditw
8 o’clock tomorrow- evening at -the
the Student "Y" between-quarter De Anza hotel ballroom.
transportation service is available
Congregational Fellowship: Miss at the "Y" booth located in front
Jet-Penaperton will give talk on of Morris Dailey auditorium from I
sary ?" 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. daily.
"Is Going to
nnext Sunday at 7:15 p.m. at
gregational church, Third and San
Newman Club: Persons interAntonio streets.
ested in forming a Newman, club
Meet at 3:30 council meet at 7:30 o’clock toFrosh Group
night at Newman hall.
p.m. today in S112.

Twenty-nine persons returned
Sunday evening from the Student
"Y" Snow Retreat held at Longbarn. Two faculty guests and a
member of the "Y" advisory board
were included in the group.
The guests included Dr. Mary
Grace Hamilton of the English
department, Di’. Richard Kilby, of
thy
gy deparrnrnt and
Mr. Dave Tatsuno, a member of
the "Y’s" advisory board.
Group skiing and tobogganing
above .Strawbersy were- major acfiffres-Tifi SaturdaYwhire-SaTu-rday night was devoted to group
games and dancing.
’Dr. Kilby led a discussion on
personal and -group standards Sunhy Dr
day morning. Thl1nwoi
Hamilton’s talk on the morning
worship service.

--Miss Evelyn Moreno and Miss
Muriel Kottingcr. of the registrot’s. office are on- vacation this
week. They will return to work
Monday.
Miss Eileen Wilson, statistician.
Delta Phi Delta: Meet at 4:30
returned to the office Mondav afStudents: Readers interested in
p.m. tomorrow in Al. ter a weeks vacation.
correcting objective sections of the
Industrial *Arts- Majors: Hear English A examinations must apshort talks by visiting teachers on ply in the English office H28 beproblems of Industrial arts in- fore Friday, March 10. All corstructors at 7:30 o’clock tonight rectors must have passed the
in L210.. Discussions and refresh- examination to be eligible.
ments will follow talks.

Classified Adi

Mary Lou Harwood, Theta Chi
Dream Girl, recently .declined,the
honor of running for "Miss San
Jose" in the preliminaries of the
annual "Miss America" contest,
according to Herb Patnoe, Theta
Chi publicity chairman.
Theta Chi fraternity was offered
the franchise to choose a -miss
San Jose" by Santa Cruz officials.
However, Miss Harwood’s decline
of the offer nipped in’ the’bud.the
traferiiitTsrpltint, and they returned the franchise to .Santo
Cruz.
I -

"Tonight At 8:30"
MARCH

9-17

- -------- -

-

-

-CAMBRIAN-BAVARIAN-GARDENS
FR61.1C
FEAST, FUN
Joe-Los a-tos Highway O.
at Union Ave. ,
Phone Campbell 2238
J

TWO NEW SERVICES:

/PIO!

I. Bachelors Laundry I 2. "Retex"
Pressing Lasts Longer!
Mothproofed!

Shirts in at 9:00
out at 5:00.

olden IVe4t

Dry Cleaners

--EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS’
CYpress 2-1052
25-29 15,Thirclifrsof Main Plant
24th & Santa Clara
231 Willow
275 E. William
1199 Franklin, Santa Cara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
1740 Park Ave.

FOR RENT

4

I.

-

Couple room and kitchen privileges. 478 N. Eighth street. call
CY 2-5921:
Clean comfortable room for two
boys, board if
ired. Call CY
4-2975. 750 E. S- imes street.
Rooms for college girls. Kitchen
privileges, modern furniture. 114
S. 11th street, San Jose.
Girls: Rooms and board for
spring quarter. Also meals only.
Weybrews’, 374 S. Sixth street.
Rooms for college girls. New
and modern, :showers and -kitchen
privileges, also open for the summer. 544 S. Seventh street.
. Rooms for girls With kitchen
...-privileges: 105.S. 11th street, Call
CY 5-9952.
Rooms for rent for Christian
with-- kitchen privileges.
.$22.50 a month. 105 S. 11th street.
Room for one college girl: Private bath, kitchen and laundry
privileges, also linens furnis
598 S. 15th street.
For faculty members: Furnished
or unfurnished apartment. 1;2
blocks from college. 469 S. Seventh
street.

AS: Meet at 4:30 p.m. today
in Room 24.
Pre-Med Society: Meet at 7:30
O’clock tonight ’in S210. Actives
and associates urged to attend.

1941 lord club coupe. Radio and
heater, must sell. $365. 747 S.
Sixth street. call CY 5-2712.

PERSONAL
Term papers typed aectirateiy.
Twenty years experience. Strident I
rate $1.25 an hour. 2850 S. 13th
street, call CY 3-0738.

WAA.Fencing Club: Meet .at
3:36 p.m. today in Women’s gym.
Turn in all equipment at meeting.
Student !Y": Meet frqm 8 to 11
o’clock. -ionightl-a-t- -Congregational
church for recreational activities.
Sojourners Club:. Meet at 7:30
n’cloek- Might
Room .139.
ADS and GAX: Hold joint -meeting at 7:30 o’clock tonight in Spar-

TO HAWAII, JAPAN, HONG KONG
AND THE PHILIPPINES

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

ABOARD THE

NEW, MAGNIFICENT

S. S. President Wilson
SAILING FROM SAN FRANCISCO JULY 14

ATTENTION
For a nutritious
well-balanced lunch
-41omn to the
SAN JOSE.
BOX LUNCH
Open ’till 2:415 P.M.

Sandwiches
Milk
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
FIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
Established

1925

NO-ONE LIKES THIS TO HAPPEN
BUT IT DOES! IF IT IS YOU

Then don’t waste time in coming down to
see us. We offer all SAN JOSE STATE
students a SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNT
on all expert BODY and FENDER work,
CUSTOM-BUILT SEAT COVERS and
SPORT TOPS, with a wide variety of materials to choose from. Come in soon and
talk things over with "Bill."

CUSTOM AUTO BODY SHOP
II S. SAN PEORO

summer
adventure
cruise

WAA Bowling: Meet ’at 4’ p.m.
today at Jose bowl for second
telegraphic tournament.

Across 401 on San Antonio
LOST
One Delta Gamma jeweled pin
at San Jose State tollege. If found I
return to Information office.

TOURIST-THIRD CLASS-

Alpha Gamma: Meet at -730
o’clock tonight -in Al for informal
pledge social.

Entered as second class matter April 24, 1134
at San Jose, California, under the act of
March 3, 1179.
Full leased wire service of Unifid Press.
Prins of the’ Glob* Printing Company, 1445 S
FOR SALE
First St., San Jose, California. Member, Call
Model 80 Webster wire recorder. fornia Newspaper Publisher’s Association.

One year old and in perfect condition. $70 cash. Contact Buck
or Pat Buchanan. 465’2 N. Fourth
street.
1940 Buick Club Coupe with
radio, heater, and in good condition. $400. Call CY 2-6144..
Set of reghstered Robby Jones
Kelreluls. atid-U-ii. contact John
Shehtanitut -in the Sz box at --/V,

r

RETURNING AUGUST 25

’Pedal egeasakT

fares kw $62600 "us TAM
SUMMER ADVENTURE CRUISE HIGHLIGHTS:
TowristThird Clam accommodations aboard the
S. S. President Wilson, America’s finst post-war luxury liner.
Special c:slerschtr of on -board activities, including
swimming, deck sports, dancing, motion pictures.
Superlative cuisine served by word -lamed chefs.
"Custons-tailored" shore scursions (at slight
etra cost).
Economy fares
lifetime.
of

that make this

411./;14/

the travel bay

For complete details consult your local travel agent or writ

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
t C444.41/0t gottl

311 California Street, Son Francisco 4, Colifmni

CY 2-0910

ttuaarTm.,1
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